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In my memory, I’m home from college at my parents’ house, and I’m sitting in the 

kitchen looking at a plumbing diagram. Opposite of the table from me is my 

grandfather, wearing a paint-splattered work jumpsuit, explaining to me the way in 

which he’s going to reroute the plumbing to fix the radiators that keep getting air sucked 

into the system. About half-way through the diagram with its twists and turns, I go from 

nodding in understanding to nodding as a mere assent to hearing words I no longer 

understand. Without a college degree to his name, he was far more advanced than I with 

creative solutions to practical problems. 

 

My grandfather, in an almost stereotypical way, embodied a particular version of the 

American working class ethic. He was born, raised, and raised his own children in the 

South Bronx, moving only a few blocks from his childhood home. After the army, he got 

a job with National Cash Register, training in their company trade school, and then 

spending his entire career fixing the sort of mechanical cash registers that you can see in 

museums now, and eventually owning his own small business. 

 

By the time that I knew him, he was retired and using his mechanical prowess for mostly 

anything else he could get his hands on. He learned to fix tractors on my uncle’s farm. 

He built an entire barn himself, only getting family and friends together for an old-

fashioned barn raising. He had learned wiring and plumbing and would come over to 

my parents’ house to fix all matters of homeowner problems. When he was too ill in 

later years to do things himself, he learned computers and spent months digitally 

archiving family photos. 

 

He was the consummate do-it-yourself-er and had the skills and experience to back it 

up. “Why would you hire out for work you can do just as well by yourself, and for a 

whole lot less,” he might ask.  

 

I wonder if Jesus felt that same sort of frustration with hiring out for work when he told 

the parable of the good shepherd. In it, he refers to himself as the good shepherd, and 

then he refers to these hired hands, those who are supposed to be working at his behest, 

but as soon as difficulty arises, they cut and run. Often in the parable of the good 

shepherd, we focus on who the shepherd is, or even perhaps who the sheep are. I want 

to pause for a moment and take a look at these hired hands Jesus refers to. 

 

The image of the shepherd is a rich one throughout the Bible, and when Jesus uses it 

here, he is standing on thousands of years of Hebrew tradition around shepherding. The 



 

great king David was a shepherd boy who grew to care for his people as a flock. The 

beloved Psalm 23 tells us that the Lord is indeed our shepherd. Shepherds on the night- 

watch attended to the birth of Jesus himself. For Jesus to claim he is the good shepherd 

is to claim that he is the one who truly cares for Israel, and indeed for all people. 

 

He juxtaposes the shepherd with the hired hands, those who are appointed and paid by 

the shepherd to do the work of attending to the livestock in the chief shepherd’s 

absence. This is, unsurprisingly, a real role in Middle Eastern agrarian life, and may 

have even been a person who was charged to care for the sheep of multiple families in 

the village. For the owners, the sheep were almost family members, coming in to the 

family home at night. For the hired hand, though, it was just a day job. 

 

In the parable, these hired hands are evidently poor stewards of the work of the 

shepherd. They evidently are bound to abandon the sheep once trouble comes. Now, to 

be sure, it’s just a parable. If this was a routine way that hired hands acted in Jesus’ 

time, surely nobody would continue to hire out help! But just as surely, anybody who’d 

ever hired out for sheep tending would have known stories about a bad hired hand. 

 

Often when we read this parable, we read it as a word of comfort and guidance for the 

sheep. Sheep don’t follow the hired hands that are going to lead you astray. Listen to me, 

the good shepherd—I won’t abandon you in hard times. 

 

That’s wise counsel, but I don’t think it’s the central point of the story. I think the hired 

hands are the point, and here’s why. At the end of the passage, beyond our reading 

today, we find out who the audience is. It’s not Jesus’ disciples, first and foremost. It’s 

the temple leaders, the religious authorities. And when they hear this parable, they don’t 

find themselves comforted, but angry. 

 

Why angry? They knew, beyond a doubt, that this parable was for them, and that they 

were neither the good shepherds, nor the sheep. They were the hired hands, the faithless 

stewards who would rather abandon the sheep to the wolf rather than face the danger 

themselves. They were the ones who would save their own hides, rather than stand up 

against the powerful. In their context, as the leaders of Israel under Roman occupation, 

they understood what Jesus was getting at. They were responsible for caring for the 

people of Israel, but they had forsaken that care to appease a foreign government, 

ensuring their own power and safety, and leaving their people to fend for themselves. 

 

They’re angry, and they’re scared. They almost immediately begin to plot, to arrest, and 

then eventually kill Jesus. He’s put them on notice for their hypocrisy, and they suspect 

that he’s opened the people’s eyes to the ways in which they’d been betrayed by the very 

people who were appointed for their care. 



 

 

This story isn’t a word of comfort, but a warning. The boss has returned, and has found 

the hired hands to be wanting. 

 

I must confess that, upon reading the parable this way, and not as simply a word of 

comfort to the people, I find it distressing. As it stands today, in this context, I’m more 

hired hand than sheep. Jesus spends a lot of time lambasting the religious authorities, 

and I’m exactly that—a religious authority. 

 

We have good reason to be suspicious of religious authorities, and not just because 

Jesus tells us to be wary. There is a long history of religious figures using their power 

and charm to start war, to build enmity between people, and to line their own pockets 

from those of the poor. For example, the United States has been in the heyday of the 

prosperity gospel movement for decades now, a teaching that claims that God wants to 

bless us with financial prosperity and unlimited good health, and that seems to require 

endless donations to fund mansions, private jets and expensive suits. 

 

Religious authorities have a strong record of being bad hired hands. 

 

Jesus understands this problem and is telling the people, us included, that being a 

caretaker, a steward of another person, is serious business, and it can go seriously 

wrong. And there’s something especially egregious, a deep sort of betrayal, when 

somebody who is called to care for others in fact does the opposite. 

 

Jesus calls out the religious authorities, and that’s apt. Twisting religion for personal 

gain is a favorite human pastime—it was then, and it is now. 

 

But I would go further - see, each of us are without a doubt caretakers somewhere. 

Parents, teachers, leaders in government and business—frankly, whatever we do, 

wherever we do it, we are each a hired hand, ones who have been appointed as a 

steward, caring for others on behalf of our God who is both our creator and their 

creator. We have a special word in churches for this role, this idea that we are in fact our 

sister’s and brother’s keeper. We are ministers. You, me, everybody here. If we call 

ourselves followers of Jesus, then we are ministers, because we are caretakers of one 

another, especially those who are most vulnerable. We are responsible not only for 

ourselves, and not even primarily for ourselves, but first for our fellow human beings. 

Our actions are not simply for ourselves, but for the sake of others. 

 

Though we are often sheep, for certain, we are also each surely the hired hands, and 

Jesus’ word of warning is for us as well. We should all be a little uneasy at this parable. 



 

We should all wonder about our own stewardship—how have we been with that which 

has been entrusted to us? 

 

Jesus pulls no punches—he paints a picture of the hired hand as faithless. The hired 

hand is not to be trusted, but of course, it’s a parable. He’s making a point. But it doesn’t 

need to be that way. The hired hand isn’t an inevitably flawed person. 

 

There is a better hired hand. 

 

This is a moment where I feel some of us might be a little lacking in agricultural 

imagination, myself included, but I’d like you to imagine for a moment that you’re 

actually a hired hand in charge of a herd of sheep. Not metaphorically—actually. And 

you’ve been charged by the head shepherd with caring for the sheep in his absence. And 

a predator shows up. What is it that motivates you to take your staff and defend the 

sheep, putting yourself at risk? Given a great enough struggle, few financial incentives 

would keep you, nor would even fear of reprisal. No, I imagine only one thing would 

keep you there. There’s only one force strong enough to result in true selflessness. 

 

Love. 

 

Love for the sheep, and love for the shepherd. 

 

What else could keep the hired hand at the side of the sheep? What else could keep you 

there when you know you could leave it behind? What other force could drive you to give 

of yourself knowing there is nothing to be had in return? How else could you give your 

all? 

 

Every other quality you need at those moments—discipline, selflessness, commitment— 

they all come from love. And this talk of loving others and loving God all in the same 

breath? You’ve heard it before. It’s the greatest commandment—to love your God, and to 

love your neighbor as yourself. Everything else follows. 

 

Although we typically identify as the sheep, we are often the hired hands, God’s 

ministers, each of us, acting in the world each and every moment on behalf of our Lord. 

 

That’s a lot of pressure. But Jesus tells this parable to the temple leaders to call out a 

particularly egregious betrayal of trust. For us, it’s perhaps a little more complicated in 

the day-to-day, particularly when we try in earnest, and on occasion fail. 

 

So perhaps as opposed to having to choose  this story as comfort or as challenge— it can 

be both. It is a word of comfort to those who might be led astray, and a challenge to 



 

those who might lead astray. And in our inevitable human error, it is also a word of 

grace. In our failures and our triumphs, in both our shrinking away and our standing 

upright, there remains a truly Good Shepherd who seeks the lost sheep and welcomes in 

and sets straight even the lost hired hands. The Good Shepherd will care for those in our 

care even when we have fallen short, and the Good Shepherd will care for us and 

welcome us back. Jesus is shepherd to the sheep and the hired hands alike, and thanks 

be to God for that. Amen. 


